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WHAT IS  A REPEAT?

A tile that, when placed directly beside another forms a seamless pattern.

DEFINING PATTERNS
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Give it a go! Check out this 
explanation and tutorial by Julia 
Rothman at 
http://www.designsponge.com/2008/0
5/welcome-julia-and-how-to-make-a-r
epeat-pattern.html

block brick half-drop

TYPES OF REPEATS

how to: design, create + sell your own original fabric designs

FABRIC DESIGN 101
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TYPES OF PATTERNS

geometric floral conversational

toile texture
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Can you think of amy more 
categories? Consider some of your 
favourite patterns - which category 
do they fall under?

Be sure to consider the direction of your print and its usability.

Single Direction Multi-directional Tossed

DIRECTION
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USES
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Creators of repeat patterns are now widely referred to not as ‘textile designers’ but ‘surface pattern 
designers’ since patterns are now not only limited to textiles. This market extends from the pattern on kids’ 
toothbrushes to men’s ties, kitchen cannisters, upholstery in buses and benchtops.

For more examples of where 
your work could end up see 
the Print and Pattern blog 
and Lilla Rogers website 
(under Resources) at the end 
of this doc.

Cath Kidston
Helen Dardik Sarah Walsh
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GETTING STARTED

Become a pattern bowerbird. Patterns are everywhere. Figure out what you like and why you like it. 
Experiment with traditional content and also look outside the box. When you first start out it is very 
common to have NO ideas and want to copy other designers. Fine! Copy a design! Deconstruct it, figure  
out how it’s made, give it a go yourself (but use it as an exercise: never ever sell it or share it as your own)!
My personal process is to keep designs that I love stored in my head but never too close at hand, so that 
they are vague ideas or vibes and never direct inspiration. 
I also try to zoom out on the things that I love so that I can be influenced by bigger forces than just kids’ 
design, for example: 

INSPIRATION
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Bobo Choses

Gorman

Jeffrey Smart Jeffrey Smart Matisse

Obus Lazarri Gucci

Duchess & Lion Co Mini Rodini
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Give it a go! Create a mood 
board, but don’t spend too long 
on it or you’ll end up 
procrastinating or too long staring 
at it or you’ll end up copying. Use 
it to establish your ‘vibe’ then 
don’t look again until you’re 
finished or very stuck!
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COLLECTIONS

Collections are usually unified by colour palette and work together to create a cohesive vibe. In an 
effective collection each piece can stand alone and bring something unique to the collection whilst also 
working in the collection ‘team’ to create said vibe. 

Once you’ve mastered the art of pattern designs you can consider making a collection. 

COLOUR

TRENDS

The art of choosing colour for your design can be confusing but there are plenty of tutorials and resources 
out there to guide you. If choosing colours is overwhelming for you I highly recommend using Adobe Kuler 
and/or playing with the swatches panel and exploring the different suggested palettes.

Trends are a real thing! Trends in colour and textile are usually dictated by trends in fashion and furniture, 
which are created by cultural, economic and social shifts. Predicting trends is partially a science, partially an 
art but not necessarily definitive: if you love something, make it. Your passion is more important than creating 
for the sake of it. I always draw things that give me a kick. However, I try to remain aware of fashion in a 
broader sense and usually either my content, colour or style is dictated by an upcoming or present trend. 
Great sources for trend predictions:
* WGSN - global forecasting service (annual subscription)
* Pinterest - a social network for visual sharing (free) - search ‘color trend SS17’, for example
* YouTube - online videos of trends from fashion shows etc
* Instagram - following up and coming designers as well as established brands and fashion blogs, although 
this puts you at risk of both copying and being behind the ball.

To see some obvious collections check 
out the next Spotlight catalogue that 
comes your way, particularly in the 
Scrapbook section, or the kids’ section 
in the Target catalogue.

Adobe Kuler Illustrator’s Colour Guide

GOING PRO
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* Wacom Tablet (a digital pen - I use the entry level Wacom Bamboo (approximately 
$130) and find it perfecly adequate.

* Scanner 

* Light Box - LED ‘light boxes’ are available on eBay for as little as $35

* Tracing paper - if you don’t have a light box tracing paper can help you to create 
crisp, clean lines in pen

CREATION TOOLS

* The Art and Business of Surface Pattern Design (ABSPD) www.makeitindesign.com

Created by UK textile artist Rachel Taylor ABSPD is a practical online course that takes 
you through all of the topics covered here but in depth. It also boasts a strong online 
community of people to answer questions and share designs with.

* Make Art That Sells (MATS) www.lillarogers.com

MATS is the brainchild of superstar illustration artist, Lilla Rogers. Lilla’s US agency boasts 
a stellar lineup of international artists and her online course covers creating art for 
specific markets from bolt fabric and scrapbooking to editorial illustrations. This is less 
pattern-based, however, and more of a guide to marketing yourself as an artist more 
broadly. Again, there is a vibrant MATS community to share and troubleshoot with, a 
blog by Lilla in which she shares pieces and once a year she also offers Willy 
Wonka-esque magic tickets to join her gang of artists. 

* International School of Colour and Design www.iscd.edu.au

The ‘Australian option’ of ISCD is based in Sydney but also has online courses that will 
provide you with actual accreditations in textile design, interior design, styling and all 
things pretty.

My personal opinion is that it is very important to know 1) how to utilise the software 
efficiently and effectively 2) have a great portfolio of work and 3) have experience. I have 
self-taught myself these design skills (having a background in art helped) and then created, 
created, created. This has given me a body of work to show, which has gotten me 
experience and helped me to work more effectively and efficiently on the software. So the 
bottom line is: JUST GO, DO IT! Get started!

COURSES

Print & Pattern - for inspiration (printpattern.blogspot.com)
Instagram - search #textiledesign
Pinterest - search textiles, mood boards, textile trends, color / colour trends
YouTube - for online tutorials
Google - search again and again for answers!
Skillshare - online classes for as little as $1/month. Specifically:
                skillshare.com/bonniechrstine  and  skillshare.com/elizabetholwen

INSPIRATION AND TUTORIALS
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HELPFUL RESOURCES
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Find a designer that you feel a connection to. 
Research the designer’s past work so that you can reference it when talking to them - what 
you liked or aren’t such a fan of.
Talk openly about your understanding/confusion about the design process.
Ask for a quote.
Ask questions about the rights you’ll have to your artwork once completed. Some designers 
will want a royalty fee per garment, some will want a flat-rate fee for a design, some will 
want to be paid an hourly rate.. .or a combination of these.
Be open to the designer’s ideas. The best outcomes come when there is openness and 
collaboration from both parties.

DO

Choose a designer (an artist who creates repeats) if you’re actually looking for a graphic 
designer (someone to digitally translate your exact ideas). If there’s no freedom you may 
both be frustrated by the process. Graphic designers are usually happy to do this for you.
Ask a designer to copy someone else’s design. It’s not good for anyone’s reputation!
Be too nervous to ask questions or there may be miscommunications about the 
process/timeframe/pricing. If you have strict budget restrictions and are concerned, ask.

DON’T

HIR ING A TEXTILE  DESIGNER

Figure out what it is that sets you on fire and lean into it!
Create, create, create
Share, share, share
Cheer on other designers in the industry - there is enough space for everyone.
Seek out inspiration outside of the industry and especially outside of fashion.
Find a niche that you’re really passionate about and get to know it well.
Create a very clear and comprehensive agreement that covers the process, revisions 
allowed, the timeframe, usage of the design and even social media expectations. The 
clearer you are before work begins the less you will need to worry during the process 
about awkwardness!
Reach out to potential clients - a lot of people don’t know what a textile designer is or 
where to find one and will welcome the contact.

DO

Enter into an artistic deal without an agreement. 
Price too low. Value your offering and remember the impact that low pricing has on the 
industry. Most textile designs take between 4-20 hours from idea to export so quote 
accordingly.

DON’T

BEING A TEXTILE  DESIGNER
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